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SECTION – A 

I. Answer  any FOUR reference to context of the following.  4x4=16 

a)  Why this hell, nor  am I out of it.  

 Think’st than that I, who saw  theh face of God, 

 And tasted the eternal joys of heaven, 

 Am not tormented with ten thousand hells 

  In being deprived of everlasting bliss? 

 O Fanstus, leave these  frivalous demands, 

 Which strike a terror to my fainting  soul.  

b) ugly hell gape not! Come not,  

 Lucifer! 

 I’ll burn my books – oh,  

 Mephistophills  

c) What a piece of work is man ! How noble in reason!  

How  infinite in faculties! In form and moving,  

how express and admirable!  in action how  

like an angel! in apprehension, how like god! The  

beauty  of the world the paragon of animals!  

And yet, to me, what is this quintessence  of dust?  

d) To be, or not to be : that is the question: 

 Whether’ t’is nobler in the mind to suffer  

 The slings and arrows of outrageous  fortune  

 Or to take arms against a sea of troubles.  

e) Your country calls you savior  now for your zeal  

your action years ago. Never let us remember of  

your reign, you helped us stand, only fall once more.  

f) He and his brother are like plum-tree that grow  

crooked overstanding  pools;  they are rich, and  

O’ erladen  with fruit, but none but crows, pies and  

caterpillars feed on them. Could I be one of their   

flattering panders, I would hang on their  ears like  

a horse – leech till I were full, and them drop off.  

     OR 

2) Answer all questions from the following.              8 x 2=16 

a)  To which  mythological character is Faustus compared?  

  a) Hercules  

  b) Peruses 

  c) Icarus  

  d) Theseus  

b) How does Faustus Punish the insolent  knight?  

 a)  He turn his skin green 

 b) He makes him unable to speak 
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 c) He makes antlers spront from his head 

 d) He turns in to a god.  

c) where is Elsinore in Act I, Scene I?  

 a) France  

 b) Denmark 

 c) Italy 

 d) England  

d) What  does the ghost in Act I, Scene I look like?  

 a)  The Kings  advisor, Polonius 

 b)  The Queen  

 c)  The king who Just  died 

 d)  The  Prince, Hamlet  

e) How does Oedipus save Thebes  before becomings its king?  

 a) Sphinx Suicide 

 b) Oedipus answered the riddle of sphinx 

 c) Sphinx placed a great plague on Thebes 

 d) None of the above.  

f) Who is creon? 

 a)  Jocasta’s husband 

 b) Jocasta’s brother  

 c) Appollo’s friend 

 d) Near by town of Delphi 

g) In Act I, Scene I, which of the following men is described as very honest?  

 a) The Cardinal  

 b) Antonio 

 c) Ferdinand 

 d) Bosola 

h) The Duchesss hires Bosola because  

 a) Ferdinand recommends him 

 b) They are related  

 c) She has known him for a long time 

 d) He seems trustworthy.  

Section- B 

Answer all Questions          4 x 16=64 

3. a) To what extent can Doctor Fanstus  be seen as a morality play?  

     OR 

b) Dr. Faustus is Primarily  a study of the mind of Faustus himself. Do you agree? 

Justify your answer?  

4. a)  Hamlet is  categorized as a tragedy, Shakespeare  does incorporate some humours  

  elements. What are several examples of wit and hummour in the play?   

     OR  

 b) How does Hamlet relate to the theme of Isolation?  

5. a) Does  Oedipus Rex represent real life or not? 

     OR 

b) What are the inciting  incident, exposition, rising  action, falling action resolution 

/ denouement and climax in Oedipus Rex by Sophocles? 

6. a) Analyse the significance  of Ferdinand’s madness in The Duchess of Malfi?  

     OR 

 b) Sketch the character of Bosola in the Duchess of Malfi?  
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